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                             Several questions have been raised in 
respect of Swejsantokotha or Ssejsantokotha and also 
one  Threat like " Your Gmail Is Natuarally to be Closed by 
 Google unless you Send us  Your Every Details......   etc. 
" .But There really has been some confusion .In a very 
short time the Complete Discourse will be available online 
.We feel  some of the questions must be answered. 

 

Q1   Is there really a origin theory as described in 
Swejsantokotha? 

 

Ans 1 Yes there is.The twisting and circular myths are 
really unnecessary .Representation in a different language 
although may give rise   to  a different feelings or taste. 

 

Q2 Is  it true that   there are Two Isms , Sannyasbadi   and 
Practical Hinduism ? 

 

Ans 2  Visit  Kedarnath  , Badrinath etc... you  will  see it . 
feel it and believe it .But you  must have Courage and 
 Honesty to  acknowledge  it. 
 

 

Q3  Is it not true that there is Varnasram and caste-ism in 
India ? 

 

Ans 3     Yes , it is true. 

 

Q4  Is it not a Holy idea ? 
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Ans 4  No. It is a Thought-Virus. 
 

Q5  Is it true that there was a religion free from this ? 

 

Ans 5  True, but Not Was  , it is .There is a Hinduism 
which is free from  Condemned-to- birth  (or Blessed-to-
birth)Postulate . 

 

Q6  Do you Think  Vedas  did not contain Varnasram 
 or caste-system ? 

 

Ans 6 Yes , it is so, the experts are now agreed.  
           To think or believe that varnasram or caste-system 
originated from Vedas is like adding the cart before the 
horse. IT IS A SATANIC-MIND-CRAFT WHICH RIGGED 
THE HOLY BOOKS.  

 

Q7  Then , Is Rig-Veda False ? 

 

Ans 7  No.What you have got is Rigged-Veda.Ask any 
Expert of ancient books , he will give you the answer.So 
like a Swan separate The Milk from  Water. 
 

Q8  Is there a Satan  in our Being  ? 

 

Ans 8  That is what has been said.Otherwise how man 
could have made of man what man had done so far 
.Do you really believe , the Spirit of Killing Others 
 ,The spirit Of Untouchability , The Spirit of Slavery 
etc. have come from Brahmaparameswar or God 
?Herefrom Try to understand so many deities , their 
nature ,characters ,deeds etc..  

 

Q9 Is it a Revelation for everybody ? 

 



Ans 9 Every revelation is for everybody but remember you 
can't  dictate others. 
 

Q10 What does Swej or Ssej mean ? 

 

Ans 10  It is a revelation-name .It means you , all of you. 

 

Q11  Does it  deny all the Deities ? 

 

Ans 11  No It does not any.It proposes the discourse 
as your guide to Soul and of your social 
Responsibilities .As Sri Sri Harichand had revealed , It 
stresses on the Space-Time metaphor  KRISHNA  but 
It Is a Metaphor only .It acknowledges 
Brahmaprameswar as the Only Almighty or The 
Absolute Consciousness. 

 

Q12  Is it Different from Matua-dharma ? 

 

Ans12  No, It is complimentary to It .You not only Need the 
Holy Rituals, you need Guide for Everyday-Life.That is 
what Swejsantokotha is. 

 

Q13 Is it Better than other Scriptures ? 

 

Ans 13 It is an irrelevant question .It is your forefathers' 
Smriti and Sruti.Read the Part  - Smritokotha of  7th 
Swejsanto. 

 

Q14 Does It Support The story of  Ostracism and past 
glory ? 

 

Ans 14 No.It does not say anything about that .It 
speaks of Three Clans and a Divine community named 
 Swej or Namaswej or Namassej for You. 



  It does not acknowledge varnasram or caste-ism etc. 
According to it  those are Not Divine and should not 
be practiced in the Name of Holy Almighty , The 
Brahmaparameswar. 

 

Q15.  Does Swej or Ssej  or Namaswej become  our 
Social-Name ? 

 

Ans 15  It is your divine identity.You Can Use It as 
 Title or Surname but Unless the Govt acknowledges it 
, Your Official or  Legal Identity remains to Be 
Namasudra.But you Must Know in a Democracy No 
one can be Called by Sudra or Chandal  Legally or 
Officially in A Democratic country.We Hope The Govt 
Must mend it  and Respect our  Forefathers' Smriti 
and Sruti  and the Revelation. 

 

Q16 Why The Revelation Was Not Known so far ? 

 

Ans.16 Revelation Is Self -Expressed through the human 
beings.We were uneducated  and disorganized so could 
Not  Edit it 
   The Minstrels Of Namaswej  expressed these 
Revelation first .They were  Mins Rajen Sarkar ,Nishi 
Sarkar  ,Bijoy Sarkar , Rasik Sarkar and others .They also 
told of Some Clans . 

 

The three Clans they told were like These , 

 Bijoy Sarkar , Sarkars, Halders,Das, Sri Harichand 
Thakur , Majumder  etc.    belonged to Goutam Clan 

 

Nishi Sarkar, Rashik Sarkar ,  Ray, Dhali ,  Bala , Bal, 
Barai, , Midda etc. belonged to Kashyap Clan. 

 



Rajen Sarkar ,  Mallick,Biswas, Bain, Bairagi ,Gain, 
Kirtaniya, etc belonged to Bhardwaj Clan. 

 

Q17 Does this raise our caste status? 

 

Ans 17   No. It has nothing to do with Caste. It does 
not acknowledge any caste for you.It assigns you the 
Swej or Namaswej community, The Holy Community 
of your Forefathers.  

 

Q18 Is the symbol  a Holy Symbol? How do you know 
that ? 

 

Ans 18  Yes it is. Becoze It Contains Aesthetic 
Essence .Keep It with Yourself and Feel It. 

 

Q19  Does  It Blame Brahmans ?  

 

Ans .19  No It does not mention Any community , neither it 
does blame for anything to   any one .But the Swejsantos 
considered the Brahmans in a Very High and Respectable 
Esteem for their Learnedness but did not acknowledge 
caste status. 

 

Q20  What is The proof That if we dont Accept , then 
We will be Perished ? 

 

Ans 20   Don't Take It Otherwise.But Time has proven 
 it and will prove it again.You Just Read Once It Will 
Be In your Heart For Ever. 

 
  
 

 
 
 

 



 
 

 
 


